SOUPS & SALADS

Grilled Cheese Sandwich 14
Artisan white bread, cheddar google cheddar grilled cheese, served with a creamy tomato soup
Buffalo Chicken Sandwich 18
Crumb fried chicken breast on a toasted bun with buffalo sauce, shaved cream cheese, lettuce, and tomato on a toasted bun

The Big Cheese 20
8 oz Black Angus Beef, topped with melty American cheese, crispy bacon, apple, pecans, and balsamic glaze on a toasted bun

Waffle Breakfast Burger 32
8 oz Black Angus Beef, topped with apple, pecans, crispy bacon, barrel aged maple syrup, and served on a toasted bun

Holland Gold Monster Burger & Innate Milkshake 150
Deep golden pale ale, deep gold fried, deep golden fried onion monster burger is served with gold dusted French fries, Foodgie Truffle Ketchup, and Innate Milkshake. The Holly is a rich chocolate milkshake is a rich chocolate milkshake blended with Ferrari Rocher golden truffles, topped with a golden chocolate gold truffle, dipped in white chocolate, a milk chocolate macaron, a dark chocolate covered vanilla ice cream bar, and golden chocolate truffle served in a cocktail glass that is shipping in 24k edible gold!

Fish & Chips
Battered fish fillet served with signature fries, tartar sauce and lemon

BEEF BURGERS

Holly Gold Monster Burger & Innate Milkshake 150
Deep golden pale ale, deep gold fried, deep golden fried onion monster burger is served with gold dusted French fries, Foodgie Truffle Ketchup, and Innate Milkshake. The Holly is a rich chocolate milkshake is a rich chocolate milkshake blended with Ferrari Rocher golden truffles, topped with a golden chocolate gold truffle, dipped in white chocolate, a milk chocolate macaron, a dark chocolate covered vanilla ice cream bar, and golden chocolate truffle served in a cocktail glass that is shipping in 24k edible gold!
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Deep golden pale ale, deep gold fried, deep gold onion monster burger is served with gold dusted French fries, Foodgie Truffle Ketchup, and Innate Milkshake. The Holly is a rich chocolate milkshake is a rich chocolate milkshake blended with Ferrari Rocher golden truffles, topped with a golden chocolate gold truffle, dipped in white chocolate, a milk chocolate macaron, a dark chocolate covered vanilla ice cream bar, and golden chocolate truffle served in a cocktail glass that is shipping in 24k edible gold!

**This item can be ordered to order. Thoroughly cooking of animal products, including but not limited to beef, eggs, fish, fowl, shell, or poultry, or shelf life of food items. Young children, the elderly, and individuals with certain health conditions may be at higher risk if these foods are consumed raw or undercooked.**
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